Abstract. We study the statistics of stresses at the grain scale in the context of a lattice model with gravity. The model samples all vector force balanced configurations on the lattice with equal weight. We solve for the probability distribution of local pressures, and confirm our results with Monte Carlo simulations. The probability of large stresses decays as a Gaussian, in qualitative difference from earlier lattice models that incorporate scalar force balance and/or a different statistical sampling of the configuration space.
that impose a directionality. Our analysis extends results from the two-dimensional force network ensemble to incorporate gravity [14, 15, 16] . We demonstrate analytically and confirm numerically that large loads obey Gaussian statistics, as in the case absent gravity, rather than the exponential form resulting from models with scalar force balance and/or an imposed directionality.
In the following sections we describe both the q-model and the force network ensemble on the triangular lattice with gravity. We emphasize their analysis within a common theoretical framework, the better to understand the origin of their differing predictions.
SCALAR FORCE BALANCE
A full treatment of the q-model is found in Ref. [4] ; here we solve it by a different but equivalent method. The model describes a material composed of identical grains, each experiencing a vertical body force −mgẑ due to gravity. No cohesive forces are allowed. In real granular materials, both the contact network and the forces it carries are disordered; a principal simplificaton of lattice models is to study disordered stresses on an ordered contact network. To that end, we assume a lattice composed of horizontally periodic layers of N grains, each of which contacts n downwards neighbors. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a triangular lattice in two dimensions with n = 2. In the q-model the horizontal contacts play no role, though they will enter in the next section.
We will ultimately be interested in the vertical load w supported by individual grains. This load is equal to the sum of the vertical components of the n contact forces applied to the grain by its upwards neighbors. Force balance in the vertical direction requires that the sum of the vertical components of the grain's own n downward contact forces be w + mg. Similarly, a layer of grains at dimensionless depth D (starting from 0) must support the weight of all D layers above it. This suggests that we study the statistics of the N loads in layer D normalized by the average load in the layer, ω j = w j /mgD, i = 1 . . . N. The normalized loads satisfy
The weight of a single grain is directly supported by a cone of grains opening in the downward direction, with the grain itself as the cone's tip. Similarly, a grain can potentially support the weight of an upward-opening cone of grains. For asymptotically deep systems and equal weighting of all possible distributions of the loads, we may neglect the spatial correlations implied by these cones of influence and assume that the weight of any shallower grain is equally likely to contribute to the load on each grain in layer D.
In the asymptotically deep limit, we anticipate that the distributions of normalized loads, P D (ω), are independent of the depth, i.e. there is some distribution P(ω) to which they all collapse. Moreover, we hypothesize that the distribution P(ω) is entropy maximizing. That is, the functional
is maximized, subject to the constraints
Ω(ω) ∝ ω n−1 is the density of single-grain states with load ω, which follows from the volume of phase space available to a grain with n downwards contacts. The former of Eqs. (2) is a normalization condition and the latter is the limit of N −1 ∑ N j=1 ω j = 1 for large N. This maximization problem may be solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers, yielding
Coppersmith et al. have shown that Eq. (3) is exact in the asymptotically deep limit.
A 'tile' formed from the forces on a grain (a) by rotating and then graphically summing them in a righthand fashion (b). When the grain experiences a body force (c) the tile does not close (d). Note that, in arriving at Eq. (3), we did not need to keep track of vertical force balance on each grain. Instead, it sufficed to enforce a conservation law, Eq. (2), that results from vertical force balance. The remaining sections will hinge on the observation that there exists an additional conservation law in the presence of horizontal force balance. Neglecting horizontal force balance violates the conservation law, while adding an additional constraint to Eqs. (2) and sampling all balanced networks flatly eliminates the exponential tail in P(ω).
VECTOR FORCE BALANCE
In keeping with the development of the q-model, we will consider a triangular lattice contact network that supports an ensemble of balanced configurations of forces. Unlike the q-model, we now incorporate vector rather than scalar force balance, and, rather than the layer-by-layer approach, we use Monte Carlo methods that sample balanced states with equal a priori probability. By taking the grains to be frictionless disks, forces are restricted to act along the line connecting grain centers, hence torque balance is satisfied automatically. The system is periodic in the horizontal direction, and we impose a confining stress σ xx . When g > 0, the system is otherwise similar to a q-model with n = 2, as in Fig. 1 . The ensemble of all balanced force configurations on a fixed contact network and with a fixed average stress tensor is known as the force network ensemble [14] . The triangular lattice geometry has been studied extensively within the force network ensemble absent body forces [14, 15, 16] . We begin with the case g = 0 before incorporating gravity.
Vector force balance introduces a new conserved quantity, the area of a reciprical tiling that can be constructed from the contact forces { f i j }. In a packing absent body forces, the tile for a grain is the closed polygon formed by its vector contact forces when they are graphically summed in a righthand fashion around the grain (see Fig. 2a,b) . For later convenience we also rotate the tile by π/2. The tile is closed as a consequence of static force balance: ∑ j f i j = 0. Because f i j = − f ji , tiles for neighboring grains have faces with equal lengths and orientations; as a consequence, all the tiles in the system may be placed together flushly, without overlaps. Fig. 3c gives an example.
A constant stress ensemble of force networks on the frictionless triangular lattice can be sampled with the set of Monte Carlo moves depicted in Fig. 3b and d . It is clear by inspection that these moves leave invariant both the total scalar force F , essentially a pressure and similar to the conserved vertical load in the q-model, and the total tiling area A , which is new. Writing the area of tile i as a i , these conserved quantities are
With vector force balance, the quantity p i = ∑ j | f i j | is a convenient microscopic measure of stress. p i is proportional to the pressure on grain i; it is also the perimeter of the tile i. The average area of a tile with perimeter p is a(p) = cp 2 ; we have numerically determined c = 0.89A /6F [16] . In the limit N → ∞ the conservation of F and A can be rewritten
As in Eq. (1), we write a Shannon entropy with respect to the distribution P(p),
From a simple phase space volume argument one may show Ω(p) ∼ p 3 [16] . The entropy of Eq. (6) is maximized by the distribution The Lagrange multipliers α, γ, and Z are determined from Eq. (5) and normalization. Eq. (7) is confirmed numerically in Ref. [16] .
GRAVITY
Recall that the q-model distribution P(ω) of Eq. (3) holds in the asymptotically deep limit. In the same limit, the weight mg on a grain becomes infinitesimally small compared to the mean force at that depth. Therefore, assuming the limit is not singular and normalizing the pressure by its average at depth D, ϖ = p/ p D , we might anticipate that P D (ϖ) approaches the form of Eq. (7), with a Gaussian rather than exponential tail. This is indeed the case, as shown in Fig. 4 . In fact, we find excellent agreement with the limiting form just a few layers into the material.
In the presence of body forces such as gravity, however, the above prescription for constructing the reciprocal tiling breaks down because the tiles do not close (Fig. 2) . The tiling area constraint leads to the e −γ p 2 term in P(p); in its absence the distribution would have an exponential tail, much like the q-model. That the normalized pressures display Gaussian statistics strongly suggests that the tiling construction can be extended to incorporate body forces. This is indeed the case, as we proceed to show.
We implement the tiling for gravitational body forces {−m i gẑ} on the triangular lattice. The key is to extend each of the contact forces { f i j } by an additional "fictitious" force { δ f i j }. The fictitious forces are chosen such that ∑ j δ f i j = +m i gẑ. It then follows that the modified forces { f i j = f i j + δ f i j } sum to zero on each grain, and can be used to construct the tiling as described above.
The triangular lattice has coordination number z = 6, i.e. three distinct contacts per grain. The set of forces { δ f i j } therefore represents zND undetermined quantities in two dimensions. The body forces {−m i gẑ} have only 2ND components; hence the fictitious forces seem to be underdetermined. We can determine them uniquely (up to one free parameter, described below) by associating a scalar field {U j }, j = 1 . . . 2ND with the center of each void in the lattice.
For each contact (i j), we define a fictitious force
U ± i j is the value of U in the void before (after) contact (i j) proceeding around grain i in a righthanded sense, e i j is the unit vector from grain i to j, and a is the lattice spacing. δ f i j is zero if grains i and j are not in contact, and δ f i j = − δ f ji . The sum ∑ j δ f i j is a discrete representation of the gradient of the field U evaluated at the center of grain i, so the field can be understood as a potential energy. The 2ND coupled linear equations
determine the 2ND components of U up to an offset, which sets the zero of potential energy. The case of the homogeneous packing in which m i = m may be solved by inserting the ansatz U = mg(z − z 0 ) in Eq. (9) . z 0 is a free parameter that specifies the zero of potential energy. In the presence of mass disorder the discretized {U j } must be determined by numerically inverting Eq. (9) . Once U has been determined, the tiling can be constructed from the vector forces { f i j = f i j + δ f i j }. The resulting reciprocal tilings look substantially similar to Fig. 3c , with z 0 setting an overall scale for the mean tile size. As before, the Monte Carlo moves do not alter the total area of the tiling, and A remains a conserved quantity.
The results of Fig. 4 are for the homogeneous packing. We have confirmed that neither mass disorder nor spatial distortion of the lattice significantly alter the distribution P(ϖ). In particular, the tail of P(ϖ) remains Gaussian.
SUMMARY
We have studied the statistics of microscopic measures of the stress in a two-dimensional static granular packing using simple lattice models. In particular, we have numerically and analytically determined the distribution of pressures in a frictionless triangular lattice with 1) vector force balance and 2) equal a priori sampling of the balanced networks. Under these conditions, we find the probability of large stresses in two dimensions to decay as a Gaussian, both with and without gravity.
The q-model employs scalar force balance and a layerby-layer approach to sampling force networks, finding exponential tails [4] . Later lattice models incorporating vector force balance while keeping the layer-by-layer approach find numerically sampled tails consistent with exponential decay [5, 6, 7] . Finally, our analytical calculation shows that in a flatly sampled enemble the conserved quantity A , which arises from vector force balance, is the source of Gaussian tails. It is clear that incorporating vector force balance is preferable to scalar force balance alone. Though equal a priori sampling is itself an assumption, it is in the spirit of equilibrium statistical mechanics and also lacks several of the troublesome features of layer-by-layer methods [13] . Our results indicate that vector force balance is a necessary ingredient in any minimal model of granular stress states. Moreover, further work is needed to identify the most realistic statistical weighting of microscopic configurations, as different choices can lead to qualitatively different statistics.
